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h i g h l i g h t s

• We propose a generative model that describes the probability of generating a network.
• The communities of nodes are detected by fitting this model to the network.
• The degree of participation in each community is calculated.
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a b s t r a c t

Detecting overlapping communities is a challenging task in analyzing networks, where
nodes may belong to more than one community. Many present methods optimize quality
functions to extract the communities from a network. In this paper, we present a
probabilisticmethod for detecting overlapping communities using a generativemodel. The
model describes the probability of generating a networkwith themodel parameters, which
reflect the communities in the network. The community memberships of each node are
determined based on a probabilistic approach using thosemodel parameters, whose values
can be obtained by fitting themodel to the network. Thismethodhas the advantage that the
node participation degrees in each community are also computed. The proposed method
is compared with some other community detection methods on both synthetic networks
and real-world networks. The experiments show that this method is efficient at detecting
overlapping communities and can provide better performance on the networks where a
majority of nodes belong to more than one community.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Many complex systems consist of interconnected entities in the real world [1]. The network provides a formal method
to represent such systems, where nodes represent the entities and edges represent the connections between the entities. In
the past decade, networks have been extensively studied. Community structure is one of the interesting properties which
are revealed in the study of networks. Communities are groups of nodes with relatively denser edges within groups than
those between them [2]. Detecting communities from a network can provide valuable information about the network. For
example, in collaboration networks of scientists, detecting communities can uncover research groups of similar fields [2].

Many methods have been developed to divide nodes into disjoint communities where a node belongs to only one
community, including the edge betweenness method [3], spectral partition method [4], hierarchical clustering [5] and
extremal optimization [6]. In the realworld, it is common that a nodebelongs tomore thanone community. Researchers have
recently focused on detecting overlapping communitieswhere nodesmay belong tomore than one community. A significant
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approach is the clique percolation method [7], which believes that communities are the unions of adjacent complete
subgraphs with k nodes. From then on, many methods have been proposed to detect overlapping communities. Most
methods have heuristically optimized quality functions to discover communities. Such functions include the modularity
function [8,9], the local fitness function [10], the function based on edge density [11], the function based on node similarity
[12]. These optimization-based methods provide reasonable results in practice. However, they cannot return a unique
optimum [13] and the modularity cannot be utilized to find very small communities [14]. The research in Ref. [15] points
out that such deficiencies can be mended by fitting generative models to networks.

Generative models describe the probability of generating a network based on the model parameters, which describe
how nodes are connected to each other [2]. The communities in a network are uncovered by fitting the model to the actual
network.

Generative models have been considered in many methods for detecting communities. In Ref. [16], an edge is generated
with the probability pin if its two nodes belong to the same community or pout if they belong to different communities.
The method in Ref. [17] gives the probability of generating a network based on the community memberships of the nodes.
These twomethods both take the number of communities as an external input. To overcome this problem, Ref. [18] extends
the method in Ref. [17] by defining the average entropy of the classification to infer the number of communities. Ref. [19]
optimizes the posterior probability of the number of communities to infer the most probable number of communities.

The above methods based on generative models assume that a node belongs to only one community. To extract
overlapping communities from networks, Brian Ball et al. in Ref. [15] develops a method using a generative model where
nodes may belong to more than one community. However, the model in Ref. [15] assumes that networks may have more
than one edge between a pair of nodes. Such an assumption makes the model somewhat unrealistic, since most real-world
networks have only one edge between two nodes.

In this paper, a new generative model is built to detect overlapping communities based on the idea that communities
are sets of edges. This idea corresponds to the nature of overlapping communities. When communities are sets of edges,
each edge belong to some community. A node will naturally belong to more than one community if it is connected to
the edges which belong to different communities. In order to detect overlapping community, the idea is utilized to build
a generative model in this paper. When the generative model is built, overlapping communities can be discovered using
the model parameters which best fit a network. Experiments on synthetic benchmarks and real-world networks show the
effectiveness of the proposed method.

The outline of this paper is as follows: a generative model for networks is described in the next section. In Section 2,
we describe a method which discovers overlapping communities by fitting the proposed generative model to a network. In
Section 3, experiments are performed. Finally, the conclusions are given.

2. A method for detecting overlapping communities

Amethod for detecting overlapping communities is described in this section. The first step is to build a generative model
for networks. Next, the model parameters are calculated by fitting this model to the network. Finally, it is demonstrated
how overlapping communities are detected using these parameters.

2.1. A generative model for networks

Suppose there is a network G with N nodes and M directed edges, in which vi is the i’th node. In order to extract
communities from the network G, a generative model is presented to describe the probability of generating the network G.

The network G can be represented by its adjacency matrix A, where the element Aij = 1 denotes that there is an edge
from vi to vj otherwise Aij = 0. The probability of generating the network G is the probability of generating the adjacency
matrix A, which can be written as the product of the probabilities of the elements that are equivalent to 1 [17]. Let ei denote
the i’th edge in the network G. Consequently, the probability of generating the network G can be written as

P(G) = P(A) =

N
i=1

N
j=1

P(Aij)
Aij =

M
i=1

P(ei), (1)

where P(ei) is the probability of generating the edge ei.
Obviously, Eq. (1) cannot provide the exact probability of the network G, since it excludes the elements of the adjacency

matrix that are 0. The exact formula of P(G) should include all elements of the adjacency matrix. The purpose of this paper
is to develop a method for detecting communities by computing the parameters in P(G). However, it is hard to compute the
parameters in P(G)when using the exact formula. In order tomake the computation easier, the formula of P(G) is simplified
in Eq. (1), where the elements of the adjacency matrix that are 0 are excluded.

The next step of building this model is to give the probability of generating the edge ei. Assume that there are K
communities in the network G. The value of K will be calculated later. According to the idea that communities are sets
of edges, each edge belongs to some community, which is the community of the edge. The variants {zi}Mi=1 are utilized to
indicate the communities of allM edges, where the value of zi indicates which community is the community of the edge ei.
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